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ABSTRACT

The fault diagnosis problem for dynamic power systems is
treated, the nonlinear dynamic model based on a differen-
tial algebraic equations is transformed with reduced index
to a simple dynamic model. Two nonlinear observers are
used for generating the fault signals for comparison pur-
poses, one of them being an extended Kalman estimator
and the other a new extended kalman filter with moving
horizon with a study of convergence based on the choice
of matrix of covariance of the noises of system and mea-
surements. The paper illustrates a simulation study applied
on IEEE 3 buses test system.

Index Terms— Fault diagnosis, Observers, Kalman
filtering, Power system state estimation

1. INTRODUCTION

The fault diagnosis of dynamic power system based on ob-
servers (state estimation or prediction)is an effective on-
line tool for providing consistent data base in Energy Man-
agement Systems for advanced control center applications
such as security analysis, economic dispatch. The problem
of state estimation in power system to generate a residue
signal has mainly focused on static estimation from redun-
dant measurement [1], [2] then to get an effective supervi-
sion, it is extremely important to develop a dynamic model
with the different variables and to consider a robust es-
timator who reflects a reliable image in the terms of ca-
pacity as estimation, robustness, computing time and sta-
bility where the most important objective is to detect and
avoid the defects in the minimum of time [3] and a pos-
sible application in real-time [4]. The existing dynamic
model treated in Differentials-Algebraic Equations (DAE)
systems, is simplified by linearization and used in linear
form [5] or considered as a swing model which is obtained
by assuming that the bus voltage magnitude is tightly regu-
lated at the specified operating point then the size of model

is reduced since reactive power in the network is neglected
[6]. New models given by [7] in which are included all
the variables in a power systems with different nature of
generators and loads. In the state estimation for this class
of system, the dynamic model is considered as a mathe-
matical model rather than a physical one, in consequence
to applying simplification techniques of index [8], or to
synthesizing an observer for this type of model DAE [9]
which is based on a definition of spaces of linear combi-
nations and its algebraic complement for the calculation of
the observer gain.

Nomenclature
DAE: Differential-Algebraic Equations
ODE: Ordinary Differential Equations
LMI: Linear Matrix Inequality
M : Inertia constant of the generator
D: Damping constant of the generator
δ: mechanical rotor angle of the rotating machine
ω: mechanical angular velocity
ωs: electrical angular velocity
PM : mechanical power input
Pj , Qj : nodal active and reactive power
Pc,d: transit power
Ybus: nodal admittance matrix
Gij + jBij : real and imaginary terms of bus admittance

matrix corresponding to ith row and jth column
N : total number of system buses
ng: number of generator buses
nl: number of load buses
PGi

: electrical power supplied by the generator
θi, Ui: phase and voltage at bus i

In what follows we present a dynamic power system model
and a simple diagram of simulation and we introduce a
classical state estimator ,Extended Kalman Estimator E.K.E,
and the new Extended Kalman Filter with Moving Hori-
zon (EKF-MH) to generate a residue signal with a study of
convergence based on the choice of matrices of covariance
of the noises of system and measurements, while inserting
some numerical approximations and showing the interest
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of applying this type of estimator to diagnose our proposed
model.

2. DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEM MODEL

The dynamics of a power system can be modeled with a
combination of nonlinear differential equations, and non-
linear algebraic equations. The nonlinear differential equa-
tions correspond to the nonlinear dynamics of the system,
and the nonlinear algebraic equations correspond to the al-
gebraic constraints of the system. In a sense, the algebraic
equations provide the region upon which the trajectories
defined by the solutions of the differential equations. Of-
ten these sets of equations are solved separately in differ-
ent analysis techniques. Assuming that the system is at an
equilibrium point and neglecting the nonlinear differential
equations is the basis for traditional power flow studies, fo-
cusing on the iterative solution of the nonlinear algebraic
equations. On the other hand, for traditional transient sta-
bility studies, the focus is only on the nonlinear differential
equations, and the algebraic equations are assumed to be
satisfied. The DAE model of a power system includes both
sets of equations. The solution is accomplished in an itera-
tive fashion, with the important feature that all the desired
system characteristics are included. The general form of
the DAE model is given as:

ẋd(t) = Fd(xd(t), xa(t), u(t))
0 = g(xd(t), xa(t))
y(t) = h(xd(t), xa(t))

(1)

With: xd(t) ∈ Rnd and xa(t) ∈ Rna are respectively
dynamic and algebraic states, F (.) ∈ Rnd a function rep-
resenting the nonlinear differential equations, g(.) ∈ Rna

represents the nonlinear algebraic constraints (equations),
u(t) ∈ Rp the control and y(t) ∈ Rm the output system.
The problem with the system (1) is that ẋa(t) does not ap-
pear explicitly.

2.1. Problem formulation

To formalize the problem of setting in equation, we will
treat the case of the 3 buses test system (Fig. 1).

Bus 1

Bus 2

Bus 3

GS GS

Figure 1. 3 buses test system

the set of equation of this network is following form (Model
with rotor dynamics and static loads [7]):


f Ii : δ̇ − ωi + ωs = 0

f IIi : ω̇i = ωs

2M (PMi − PGi(δ, θ, V )−Dωi)
gIi : Pj − Pj(δ, θ, V ) = 0
gIIi : Qj −Qj(δ, θ, V ) = 0
yq : Pc,d = Pc,d(δ, θ, V )

(2)

with : i : 1...ng − 1; j : ng + 1...ng + nl; q : 1...m; c, d :
1...N and

PGi =

N∑
j=1

|Vi||Vj |[Gij cos(δi − θj) +Bij sin(δi − θj)]

Therefore the model (2) can be rewritten under this
form:

F (ẋ, x, β) = u
y = h(x, β)

with : x = [δi, ωi, θi, Vi]
T ,u =

PMi

M ,β = {Ybus},F (.) =
[fi, gj ]

T and y = Pc,d where u and y will be the control
and the output of system.
Thus for this network the system of equations is:
the state vector is :

x = [x1 x2 x3 x4]T = [δ3 ω3 θ2 U2]T

and the system equation is :
f I : ẋ1 = x2 − ωs

f II : ẋ2 = ωs

2M (PM3
− PG3

(x1, x3, x4)−Dx2)
gI : P2 − P2(x1, x3, x4) = 0
gII : Q2 −Q2(x1, x3, x4) = 0
y1 : P3,2(x1, x3, x4)

with : x1 and x2 are the dynamic variables , x3 and x4 are
the algebraic variables; and :

P2(x1, x3, x4) = x4[U imp
1 (G2,1 cos(x3) +B2,1 sin(x3)) + (x4G2,2)

+ U imp
3 (G2,3 cos(x3 − x1) +B2,3 sin(x3 − x1))]

Q2(x1, x3, x4) = −x4[U imp
1 (G2,1 sin(x3)−B2,1 cos(x3))

−(x4B2,2) + U imp
3 (G2,3 sin(x3 − x1)−B2,3 cos(x3 − x1))]

P3,2(x1, x3, x4) = U imp2

3 G3,2

− U imp
3 x4(G3,2 cos(x1 − x3) +B3,2 sin(x1 − x3))

While using (1) the system is rewritten with:
ẋd =

(
ẋ1

ẋ2

)
= Fd(x1, x2, x3, x4, u) = [f I , f II ]T

g(x1, x2, x3, x4) = [gI , gII ]T = 0
y(t) = P3,2(x1, x3, x4)

2.2. Semi-explicit DAE of index 1

If at an equilibrium point, system (1) are called semi-explicit
[10]. Index-1 property requires that g(xd, xa) is solvable
for xa and det(g(xd, xa) 6= 0 . ( to simplify :xd(t) =
xd, xa(t) = xa )

0 = gxd
(xd, xa)ẋd + gxa

(xd, xa)ẋa
0 = gxd

(xd, xa)Fd(xd, xa, u) + gxa
(xd, xa)ẋa

(3)



where : gxa
(xd, xa) = ∂g(xd,xa)

∂(xa) and gxd
(xd, xa) = ∂g(xd,xa)

∂(xd)

In other words, the differentiation index is 1 if by differen-
tiation of the algebraic equations for time an implicit ODE
system results :

ẋd = Fd(xd, xa, u)
ẋa = −g−1

xa
(xd, xa)gxd

(xd, xa)Fd(xd, xa, u)
(4)

where g−1
xa

(xd, xa) ∈ Rna×na and gxd
(xd, xa) ∈ Rna×nd

. A study of nature and stability of DAE system is given
by [11].
Finally the complete model in form ODE is according to :

ẋ =

(
ẋd
ẋa

)
= f̄(xd, xa, u)

=

(
Fd(xd, xa, u)

−g−1
xa

(xd, xa)gxd
(xd, xa)F (xd, xa, u)

)

ȳ =

(
0
y

)
= h̄(xd, xa) =

(
g(xd, xa)
h(xd, xa)

)
(5)

It should be noted that the assumptions and the proposi-
tions given can be generalized for the other forms of dy-
namic power system models (models including character-
istics of the loads [12] and generators [7]).
Another suggestion for the dynamic simulation of power
systems is this proposed diagram (Fig. 2) , which is based
on the model (1) : for the dynamic variables we use ordi-
nary simulation (block of integration + nonlinear function)
and for those algebraic we will integrate an algebraic con-
straint resolver under the environment SIMULINK of
MATLABr. The simulation diagram is as follows:

u(t) : mechanical power

Fd(xd(t),xa(t),u(t))

Algebraic constraints

resolver

y(t) : transit power
xd(t) : dynamic state

xa(t) : algebraic state

Figure 2. Diagram of dynamic simulation of power sys-
tem

3. EXTENDED KALMAN ESTIMATOR

3.1. Extended Kalman Estimator

The Kalman filter is a recursive estimator. That means
that to consider the state running, only the preceding state
and current measurements are necessary. The history of
the observations and the estimates is thus not necessary.
In the extended Kalman filter (EKF), the state transition
and observation models need not be linear functions of the
state but may instead be (differentiable) functions [13], the

considered discrete system is following form:{
xk+1 = f(xk, uk) + vk
yk = h(xk, uk) + wk

(6)

with : vk and wk are respectively noise to the system and
the measurements. The function f can be used to com-
pute the predicted state from the previous estimate and
similarly the function h can be used to compute the pre-
dicted measurement from the predicted state. However,
f and h cannot be applied to the covariance directly. In-
stead a matrix of partial derivatives (the Jacobean) is com-
puted. At each time step the Jacobean is evaluated with
current predicted states. These matrices can be used in
the Kalman filter equations. This process essentially lin-
earizes the non-linear function around the current estimate.
In this paper, we used the form of the most simplified es-
timator EKE (we used Euler discretization of step size Te,
xk+1 = xk + Tef̄(xk, uk) to discretize the continuous
model (5)):

x̂k+1 = f(x̂k, uk) +Kkek
Kk = FkPkH

T
k (HkPkH

T
k +Rk)−1

Pk+1 = (Fk −KkHk)PkF
T
k +Qk

ek = yk − h(x̂k, uk)

(7)

where:
Fk = F (x̂k, uk) = ∂(xk+Tef̄(xk,uk))

∂xk
|xk=x̂k

and

Hk = H(x̂k, uk) = ∂h̄(xk,uk)
∂xk

=

(
∂g(xk)
∂xk

∂h(xk)
∂xk

)
|xk=x̂k

.

with: P0 = µIn > 0.
There are some attempts to apply EKF on DEA system
[14], but our proposition is to apply it in the classic general
form with some numerical approximations that we pro-
pose for the Jacobean calculation.
Initially, it should be noted that due to the difficulty (seen
impossible) to find Fk (following the transformation of the
algebraic variables in ODE model), we will make the fol-
lowing numerical approximation:
We have:

Fk = F (x̂k, uk) = ∂(xk+Tef̄(xk,uk))
∂xk

|xk=x̂k

=


∂(xdk

+TeFd(xdk
,xak

,uk))

∂(xdk
,xak

)

∂(xak
+Te(−g−1

xa
(xdk

,xak
)gxd

(xdk
,xak

)Fd(xdk
,xak

,uk)))

∂(xdk
,xak

)


(8)

The numerical approximation is used on the second term
of Fk since it is very difficult to determine, is calculated as
follows:

∂(xak
+Te(−g−1

xa
(xdk

,xak
)gxd

(xdk
,xak

)Fd(xdk
,xak

,uk)))

∂(xdk
,xak

)

≈ (xak
+ Te(−g−1

xa
(xdk

, xak
)gxd

(xdk
, xak

)
∂Fd(xdk

,xak
,uk)

∂(xdk
,xak

) ))

(9)
for : xdk

= x̂dk
and xak

= x̂ak
and g−1

xa
and gxd

are
calculated numerically.
A simple scalar residual may then be generated by :

rE.K.E
k = yk − yek

where : yk is a real output and yek is an estimated one.



3.2. Extended Kalman Filter with Moving Horizon

We propose here to use a EKF which takes into account
a moving horizon of measurements to improve the preci-
sion as well as the robustness of estimation. Our recent re-
search shows that we always obtain better results by using
our approach on linear and nonlinear systems. We present
in this section the synthesis of the estimator.
We consider the system 6, the proposed observer is given
by:

x̂k+1 = f(x̂k)+Kk


yk − h(x̂k)

yk−1 − h(x̂k−1)
...

yk−M+1 − h(x̂k−M+1)

 (10)

with : M is a size of moving horizon.
In what follows we calculate the various parameters of the
filter.
We have :

P k
k = E(x̃kx̃

T
k )

x̃k+1 = xk+1 − x̂k+1

We consider the following approximations :

f(xk)− f(x̂k) = Fkx̃k
h(xk)− h(x̂k) = Hkx̃k

and : E(wk) = E(vk) = 0. (with Fk and Hk are calcu-
lated in the same way as in E.K.E)
We develop P k+1

k+1 to obtain :

P k+1
k+1 = FkP

k
k F

T
k +KkCkP̄kC

T
k K

T
k

− Fk[P k
k P k−1

k . . . P k−M+1
k ]CT

k K
T
k

−KkCk


P k
k

P k
k−1
...

P k
k−M+1

FT
k +KkRkK

T
k +Qk

(11)
where : Ck = diag[Hk(x̂k) . . . Hk(x̂k−M+1)].
In the expression 11, intervenes total estimation error co-
variance matrix P̄k . This matrix is calculated as follows:

P̄k+1 =


P k+1
k+1 P k

k+1 . . . P k−M+2
k+1

P k+1
k

...
. . .

P k+1
k−M+2 · · · P k−M+2

k−M+2

 (12)

with each iteration we must calculate the first component
of P̄k+1 with the relation 11 and for the other elements,
they are calculated by the following expression:

P k−i
k+1 = E(x̃k+1x̃

T
k−i) (13)

P k−i
k+1 = FkP

k−i
k −KkCk


P k−i
k

P k−i
k−1
...

P k−i
k−M+1

 (14)

We calculate then Kk in order to minimize the trace of
error covariance matrix (P k+1

k+1 ):

∂trace(P k+1
k+1 )

∂Kk
= 0 (15)

thus, we obtain Kk which satisfy 15 :

Kk = Fk[P k
k P k−1

k . . . P k−M+1
k ]CT

k (CkP̄kC
T
k +Rk)−1

(16)
The fact of using a moving horizon to the measures in-
troduces a matrix P̄k+1, the calculation of Kk then takes
into account preceding measures which differ from classi-
cal E.K.F.
The initialization of the E.K.F-MH is given by the E.K.E
in its classical formulation:

P̄0 = diag[PE.K.E
M PE.K.E

M−1 . . . PE.K.E
0 ] (17)

where PE.K.E
k is a estimation error covariance matrix of

E.K.E.
In the same way that in the EKE the scalar residual is gen-
erate, with the possibility of choosing :

rE.K.F−MH
k = yk−M+1 − yek−M+1

3.3. Convergence Analysis

In this section, we present an extension of the principal
theorem for convergence analysis of E.K.E and E.K.F-MH
based on the method of [15], [16] and [17] which includes
an unknown diagonal matrix to model linearization errors
and a Lyapunov function which leads us to the resolution
of a LMI which depends on the choice on Rk and Qk (re-
spectively matrix of covariance of the noises of the system
and measurements).
We present some guiding steps for the case of EKE. (For
briefness, many steps and demonstrations are omitted)

Initially,the error vector is defined : x̃k = xk − x̂k
and a candidate Lyapunov function :

Vk+1 = x̃Tk+1P
−1
k+1x̃k+1

where :
x̃k+1 = αk(Fk −KkHk)x̃k = αkF̃k

P−1
k+1 = (F̃kPkF

T
k +Qk)−1

αk = diag(α1k, ..., α(nd+na)k)

with a decreasing sequence {Vk}k=1,... means that there
exists a positive scalar 0 < ξ < 1 so that :

Vk+1 − (1− ξ)Vk ≤ 0

therefore, which gives us this LMI:

F̃T
k αk(F̃kPkF

T
k +Qk)−1αkF̃k − (1− ξ)P−1

k ≤ 0 (18)

and similar to the technology used by [16],[15], We make
the extension of the following theorem:



1. the system (6) is A-locally uniformly rank observ-
able, there exists k ≥ A− 1 where the observability
matrix :

rank(O(k −A+ 1, k)) =


Hk−A+1

Hk−A+2Fk−A+1

....
HkFk−1...Fk−A+1


= (nd + na)

(19)

in practice, we use a numerical rank test on O(k −
A+ 1, k).

2. Fk, Hk are uniformly bounded matrices and F−1
k

exist.

3. the matrices Qk and Rk are chosen such as :

(a) For E.K.E :

Qk = γeTk ekInd+na
+ λInd+na

Rk = ςHkPkH
T
k + τIm

where ek = rE.K.E
k and : γ have to be chosen

sufficiently large and positive, λ positive scalar
which is small enough and ς and τ a positive
scalar fixed by the user.

(b) For E.K.F-MH :

Qk = αefTk efkInd+na
+ εInd+na

Rk = µCkP̄kC
T
k + ρIM

where efk =


yk − h(x̂k)
yk−1 − h(x̂k−1)
...
yk−M+1 − h(x̂k−M+1)


and : α have to be chosen small and positive, ε
positive scalar which is little large enough and
µ and ρ a positive scalar.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Studies are carried out on IEEE 3 buses test systems to
evaluate the performance of the dynamic proposed model
and the new observer (E.K.F-MH) . For the discretization
of the dynamic model (5) we used Euler discretization of
step size Te = 10−4s. The measurement values are gen-
erated by adding low variance noise (±1% of real value)
to the calculated measurements (transit power P3,2) based
on the diagram (Fig 2).
We start initially by the figure (Fig 3) which shows the
evolution of the rank of the observability matrix (numeri-
cal calculation with A = 4).

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Iterations (k)

ra
n

k(
O

)

Figure 3. Evolution of the rank of observability matrix:
rank(O

(k−4,k)
3buses )

After verifying the observability of the system, we are in-
terested in faults detection.
First time we are interested in stability and convergence of
two versions of the Kalman filter (E.K.F-MH and E.K.E),
why we take (classical choice):

QE.K.E
k = QE.K.F−MH

k = 10−5I4
RE.K.E

k = 10−3

RE.K.F−MH
k = 10−3I4

and we present the evolution of Û2(k) (Fig 4) after the
injection of a defect on the generator node 3 ,PG3 = 0
(electrical power supplied by the generator) between the
iterations 1550 and 1600 with the classical value of Rk

and Qk :

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
180

200

220

240

260

280

Iterations (k)

U
2

(K
V

)

 

 
Real Value
E.K.E
E.K.F−MH

Figure 4. Evolution of estimated bus voltage in node 2 :
Û2(k) = x̂4(k) with Rk and Qk constant

Figure (Fig 4) shows well that with the classical choice of
the matrix Rk and Qk the two estimators do not converge
to the good values, then the generated residue is false. We
choose in all what follows the following values of a matrix
of covariance of the noises of the system and measure-
ments (with correction and based on the theorem presented
in section Convergence analysis:

QE.K.E
k = 10eTk ekI4 + 5I4

RE.K.E
k = 10HkPkH

T
k + 1

QE.K.F−MH
k = 0.001efTk efkI4 + 0.005I4

RE.K.F−MH
k = 0.001HkP̄kH

T
k + 0.005I4

and we show again the variation of Û2(k) again ,(Fig 5):
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Figure 5. Evolution of estimated bus voltage in node 2 :
Û2(k) = x̂4(k)

Figure (Fig 5) shows in a clear way the interest of the good
choice of the expressions of Rk and Qk.
In what follows we are interested in the generation and the
evolution of the residue signal.
We start initially with the injection of a defect on the gen-
erator node 3 ,PG3

= 0 from iteration 2500, and we show
the variation of the residue (Fig 6) :

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
−150

−100

−50

0

50

100

150
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E.K.E
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Figure 6. Evolution of residue rk

Figure (Fig 6) shows well that the residue given by the ap-
plication of E.K.F-MH gives a variation better than that
given by E.K.E in its variation at the time of the first itera-
tions that can be a false alarm or indication of defect (like
given by E.K.E).
Now we show the variation of the residue during the ap-
plication of the two defects (Fig 7) between the iterations
respectively :1550 to 1700 (a short-circuit between nodes
2 and 3) and 2750 to 2900 (break-line between nodes 2
and 3) :

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
−100

−50
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50

100
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E.K.E
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Figure 7. Evolution of residue rk

Figure (Fig 7) show well that the variation of the residue
calculated by E.K.F-MH remains limited that in the inter-
val of the injection of defect from where a clear idea on
the quality of the estimate and consequently a perfect fault
signal but with E.K.E indicate that the fault is out of inter-
val of variation.
We present in (Fig 8) the evolution of the residual signal
when we inject two defects in the same interval, the first
is break-line between nodes 2 and 3 on iterations 2500 to
3100 and the second defect is a short-circuit at iterations
3000 to 3050 :

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
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−100
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Figure 8. Evolution of residue rk

Figure (Fig 8) gives a clear idea on the variation of the
residual signal generated by E.K.F-MH only in the inter-
vals of injection of the defects that does not allow to dis-
tort the indication of the defects and consequently a perfect
residue and a reliable estimator.

5. CONCLUSION

A new and efficient observer (E.K.F-MH) has been de-
scribed and investigated while based on moving horizon to
generate a perfect residual signal to fault detection for dy-
namic power system. We also used the classical method of
E.K.E to dynamic state estimation of power system while
including some numerical approximation for the calcula-
tion of Jacobean and which was preceded by a conver-
gence analysis. The results show well the good choice of
Rk and Qk proposed in term of robustness, convergence
and ,in a very clear way, the good quality of fault detec-
tion with a combination of successive and simultaneous



injection of the major real type of defect.
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